
STEWARD'S REPORT

Cranbourne
Saturday, 16 Nov 2019

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: G. Truett

Stewards: S. Gillespie, D. Barber, F. Verberne & J. Wichello

Judges: J. Alsop

Lure Drivers: W. Harmour

Starter: S. Courts

Kennel Supervisor: G. Mallon

Kennel Attendants: E. Franklin & C. Archibald

Veterinarian: Dr N. Evans

Race 1
AT CRANBOURNE - GREYHOUNDS

ARE OUR LIFE
6:30 pm

311m
Mixed 6/7

A pre-race sample was unable to be obtained from Big Bash Ellyse, a post-race sample was subsequently
taken.

My Girl Mel was quick to begin. Magnet Force was very slow to begin (3 lengths).

Soda Charlie, Vinnia Bale and Big Bash Ellyse collided on the first turn checking Soda Charlie and Vinnia
Charlie and severey checking Big Bash Ellyse, Soda Charlie contacted the running rail as a result. Pranjip
Comet and Magnet Force raced wide on the first turn. Soda Charlie checked off Big Bash Ellyse
approaching the home turn. Soda Charlie and Big Bash Ellyse collided on the home turn. 

Race 2
RAM LOCKSMITH (275+ RANK)

7:05 pm
311m

Grade 5 No Penalty

Missy Meghan - Late scratching at 5:37pm on the advice of the On-Track Veterinarian (GAR 37) due to a
left hind toe injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed. 

Gordette – New declared weight of 30.1kg, last raced at 28.7kg.

This event was delayed by approximately two minutes due to a malfunction with the trip mechanism. This
event was subsequently manually started. All remaining 311m events will be manually started. 

Big Bubbles was quick to begin. Uzzi Bale and Gordette were slow to begin.

Big Bubbles crossed to the rail on the first turn checking Golden Romance and Cheeky Bumpa,
subsequently checking No Talking and Gordette and severely checking Uzzi Bale. No Talking checked off
Cheeky Bumpa on the home turn. 

Race 3
CITY OF CASEY SPRINT

7:40 pm
311m

Special Event

This event was delayed by approximately two minutes due to the late start of a Cranbourne harness race.

This event was manually started.

Maverick Bob and Weeping Angel were quick to begin. Duce Royal and Untold Soldier were slow to
begin. 

Untold Soldier checked off Simply Smarter on the first turn. Maverick Bob and Weeping Angel collided on
the first turn checking Weeping Angel and Simply Smarter. Holly's Affair and Simply Smarter collided
approaching the home turn. 

Duce Royal underwent a post-race veterinary examination after the greyhound fell in the catching pen and
was found to have an abrasion to the left hind paw. No stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Mighty Max Gone - the winner of the event.

Race 4
RAPIDVITE ANIMAL PRODUCTS

8:15 pm
311m

Grade 5

This event was manually started.

Fast Talker, Ninetymile Lenny, Just Faith and Knuckles collided soon after the start. Sultan Bale checked off
Checker Plate on the first turn. Gracelands crossed to the rail on the first turn checking Fast Talker, Just
Faith and Fran Keeping. Checker Plate faltered approaching the home turn and tailed off. Just Faith and
Fran Keeping collided approaching the home turn. Sultan Bale checked off Gracelands entering the home
straight and collided with Ninetymile Lenny.

Checker Plate underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a right back muscle
injury. A 60 day stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Knuckles - the winner of the event. 

Race 5
CASEY STEEL

This event was manually started.

Lochinvar Adore was quick to begin. Break The Plate, Take A Rose and Latinize were slow to begin. 



8:50 pm
311m

Grade 4

Break The Plate and Latinize collided soon after the start. Reap The Rewards and Talk Talk Talk collided on
the first turn checking Talk Talk Talk. Break The Plate galloepd on Talk Talk Talk on the first turn checking
Break The Plate, Latinize and Talk Talk Talk. 

A post-race sample was taken from Lochinvar Adore - the winner of the event.

Race 6
PRESIDENTS CUP

9:25 pm
699m

Mixed 4/5

Kiomara was quick to begin. Bejarano was slow to begin.

Zipping Galon and Abstract Miss collided soon after the start. Zipping Galon checked off Kiomara on the
first turn. Bejarano and Spin The Trolley collided approaching the second turn checking Spin The Trolley.
Abstract Miss and Lot Coin Babe collided entering the back straight. Bejarano checked off Spin The Trolley
entering the home straight. Abstract Miss checked off Lot Coin Babe approaching the winning post. 

Post-race samples were taken from Kiomara (1st) and Midnight Mystery (2nd).

Race 7
BACKMANS PET FOODS

10:00 pm
311m

Mixed 4/5

This event was manually started.

Over Talking and Rusty Model were quick to begin. Ants In Pants was slow to begin.

Zambora Cash, Impending and Ants In Pants collided approaching the first turn. Over Talking and Rusty
Model collided on te first turn checking Rusty Model. Impending and Why Not Hugh collided on the first turn
checking Zambora Cash, Impending and Ants In Pants. Rusty Model checked off Zipping Brandy entering
the home straight. 

Following the running of this event Stewards declared "hold all tickets" after there was a delay in the lure
being set in motion. After reviewing the race footage Stewards were of the opinion that no runner was
disadvantaged by this delay and the all clear was subsequently given.

Stewards spoke to lure driver Mr W. Harmor regarding the delay in the lure being set in motion who stated
that the lure initially failed to respond when he activated the automatic run up.

Stewards spoke to Starter Mr S. Courts after he failed to activate the amber light when boxing the
greyhounds for this event.

This matter was referred to appropriate management for review.

Race 8
Cranbournegreyhounds.com.au

10:35 pm
520m

Mixed 4/5

Off To Monaco was quick to begin. Watched was slow to begin.

Pink Floyd and Mahjong Nickel collided soon sfter the start checking Pink Floyd. Pink Floyd stumbled
on the first turn and lost ground. Hip Hippy Shake and Mahjong Nickel collided on the first turn checking
Mahjong Nickel. Mahjong Nickel raced wide in the back straight. 

Pink Floyd underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was reported. 

Handsome – In accordance with GAR 73, presented for a re-vet at the conclusion of kennelling as the
greyhound was found to be injured at Cranbourne on 13 November 2019. Handsome was examined by
the on-track veterinarian and found to be free from injury. Handsome was Cleared to race. 




